instructions

Gut Check is the game of truth or care
about the quality and cost of health care
and the need for transparency for patients
to make the best decisions. You’re a patient
about to undergo an important medical
procedure—increase your odds of getting
the best care possible by persuading your
opponents to show their hands and reveal
the true quality of their services.
But there’s a catch! When your opponents
are seeking care, take on the role of a
hospital and beat the competing hospitals
to the punch by sharing the quality of
your best procedures and by setting
the cheapest prices. Show your mettle as
both a patient and a hospital if you want to
thrive in this fast-paced party game!

Goal

Setup

Each player takes on the role of a patient
seeking care and a health care provider seeking

added to the quality of care they received at the
end is the winner!

Contents

Each player takes one card of each department
type and places them in a row in front of her
face-down She may not look at the values
on her department cards. Each of her cards

each provider does one of the following three

a department card of that type from the
unused department cards and place it on
top of her current department card of that
condition remains on the previous card for

7

declares which procedure she is seeking and
places her corresponding condition in front of

7

Gameplay

Example Improvement: Green visited Carmen’s
surgery department, which Carmen later
published and discovered to have quality 7 (the
lowest possible). Last turn, Carmen improved
her surgery department. She placed green’s
condition on her previous card (the 7), and
placed her new department card on top of
the old one. This turn, orange visits Carmen’s
surgery department, and places his condition
on the new card.
Once every provider has done one of the above

the cost for the patient to visit that department

Before the patient chooses which provider

Ending The Game

all of the care quality numbers on the depart

aged to place her 4 conditions on only the
highest score wins!
Example: Carmen’s Physical Therapy condition
is on a 13, her Childbirth is on a 9, her Flu Care
is on a 7, her Imaging is on a 12, and she didn’t
place her Surgery condition. She has $26. Her
score is (13+9+7+12)+26=67

